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Abstract- We present a new Monte Carlo technique to 
investigate the signal delay of advanced BJTs featuring rele- 
vant non-local effects. The method is suited to analyze base 
and collector signal delays in presence of significant non- 
equilibrium transport effects and up to high currents, and 
to verify the physical meaning and applicability of delay ex- 
pressions for compact models. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The collector signal delay is becoming an increasingly 

important ingredient of the overall signal delay of ad- 
vanced Si and Si-Ge BJT's and a limiting factor for achiev- 
ing high cut-off frequencies [l]. This delay contribution is 
strongly affected by non-equilibrium transport and veloc- 
ity overshoot [l], [2], [3]. Hence, drift-diffusion analysis is 
inaccurate, while spurious velocity overshoot [4] and dif- 
ficult convergence limit the applicability of hydrodynamic 
approaches. The Monte Carlo method (MC) provides an 
alternative mean to tackle these problems in the framework 
of an accurate description of high field transport and in this 
paper we describe a Monte Carlo based technique to study 
base and collector signal delays, as well as its application 
tb advanced BJT structures. 

11. SIMULATION METHOD 

The simulation algorithm (whose flowchart is illus- 
trated in Fig. I), loops self-consistently between the Pois- 
son equation and MC electron transport, while holes are 
treated classically in the Poisson solver. The MC part im- 
plements a non-parabolic, anisotropic band model, carrier 
multiplication in phase space and the most relevant scatter- 
ing mechanisms, but more accurate full band approaches 
can be used as well. In the simulations, a constant electron 
current density (Jn,0) is injected at the top of the emitter 
base potential barrier (located at x = 0). When steady 
state is reached, a double pulse with zero dc value is added 
to Jn,0 (as shown in Fig. 2) and simulated self-consistently 
with a short time step (Ai! 5 1 fs), until steady state is 
reached again. To reduce statistical noise [5] ,  expecially 
in the highly doped regions, Jn(t,x) is computed from 
charge variations with a new estimator that exploits the 
continuity equation and the knowledge of Jn(O, t ) .  At the 
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the simulation procedure 

end of the simulation we compute the small signal transfer 
function up to x as: 
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Fig. 2. Typical current density waveforms J,,(t, z) during the 
self consistent transient simulation at left edge of the base 
(dashed) and in the middle of the epi layer (solid). 

where &(U, x) is the small signal current at z in the fre- 
quency domain and 7 is the Discrete Fourier Transform 
operator. 
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Fig. 3. Real and imaginary part of the small signal transfer 
function H ( w ,  z) for a point in the middle of the epi layer of 
a typical BJT device. As expected, Re[H] = 1 and 1m[H] 
is linear in w.  

Fig. 5. Solid line: signal delay along the base and collector 
computed with the method of this work. Dashed line: transit 
time of the same structure computed from the MC velocity 
profile. Bias current is Jn,0 = 1 . lo3 A/cm2. 
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Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the doping profile of the 
simulated devices. 

The signal delay ~ ( 3 )  is derived from the low frequency 
expansion: 

(2) 

The validity of this expansion is demonstrated in Fig. 3, re- 
porting typical real ( R e [ H ] )  and imaginary ( Im[H])  parts 
of H ( w , s )  for a point inside the epi-layer of a conven- 
tional BJT biased at low current. As expected from Eq. 2, 
Re[H] = 1 while Im[H]  is a linear function of w, thus 
allowing a simple extraction of ~(2). 

H ( W ,  Z) N 1 - J W T ( Z )  

111. SIGNAL DELAY AT LOW CURRENT 
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Fig. 6. Normalized electron and hole image charges induced by 
a Dirac’s delta like electron pulse located at z = 0.15 pm in 
theBJT of Fig. 5 .  The area below the curves is proportional 
to Qc and QB, respectively. 

breakdown voltage [9] (see Fig. 4). These devices are es- 
pecially difficult to simulate because the non uniform field 
generated by the high dope layer gives rise to substantial 
non-local effects at low as well as high current [8], [9]. 
Fig. 5 compares the signal delay T ( Z )  from MC simula- 
tions of one such device at low current with the transit 
time: 

r x  J t  

(3) 

To demonstrate the method we study BJT’s as those of 
[6] ,  [7], [8], [9] i.e. featuring a thin heavily doped n- 
type layer adjacent to base collector junction that, if prop- 
erly designed, reduces boron penetration from the base and 
improves the cut-off frequency without deteriorating the 

where ~ ( 6 )  is the MC velocity. Good agreement is found 
up to the end of the collector space charge region (SCR), 
where e, drops, hence td(z) tends to diverge, while T ( Z )  

decreases, eventually yielding T < t d .  
This is because the traveling pulse forces some electrons 
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to leave the right edge of the collector space charge re- 
gon  (SCR). A positive image charge (Qc > 0) is thus 
generated at the collector right edge before the pulse ac- 
tually reaches it [lo], [ll]. This is exemplified in Fig. 6, 
reporting the image charge corresponding to a Dirac's 6- 
like charge distribution located in the middle of the epi 
layer. Since it can be shown with the small signal continu- 
ity equation (see, e.g.[12]) that: 

(4) 

where: 

Q n ( Z )  = I" gn( t )d t  (5 )  

and @,, is the small signal electron charge fluctuation, the 
incremental delay associated to &: 

is negative. The image charge at the base edge of the SCR 
(QB) ,  instead, is due to holes; hence it does not contribute 
to the electron signal delay 7. 

Iv. SIGNAL DELAY AT HIGH CURRENT 

As Jn,0 increases, and the maximum cut-off frequency 
( f ~ )  is approached, high injection pushes the field towards 
the buried n' layer, thus giving rise to a narrow field spike 
and highly non-uniform velocity profile, as clearly visible 
in Fig. 7. 

Quasi-neutrality in the high injection region adjacent to 
the BC junction forces both electrons and holes to con- 
tribute to the image charge QB induced by electrons mov- 
ing in the SCR, that is: 

QB = QB,n -k QB,p (7) 

(see Fig. 8). Since in this case Q B , ~  < 0 the corresponding 
incremental delay: 

is positive and yields r > t d ,  as shown in Fig. 9 for 
z > 0.05 pm. The image charge Qc, instead, is still made 
of electrons leaving the collector edge, and thus gives a 
negative incremental contribution to r (z) as in the low cur- 
rent case. 

v. COLLECTOR DELAY 

As a further application, we analyzed the collector cur- 
rent dependence of collector signal delay (rc). Fig. 10 
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Fig. 7. Velocity and electric field profile of the BJT structure 
of Fig. 5 at high current Jn,0 = 4 . lo5 A/cm2. Notice 
the existence of significant velocity overshoot ('u,,~ = 9 . 
lo6 cm/s) in spite of the high bias current. 
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Fig. 8. Normalized electron and hole image charges induced by 
a Dirac's delta like electron pulse located at z = 0.15 pm in 
theBJT of Fig. 5 .  Thee area below the curves is proportional 
to Q B , ~ ,  Q B , ~  and Qc. respectively. 

shows that TC = ~ ( X C )  - ~ ( X B )  from Monte Carlo sim- 
ulations (filled triangles) increases at high current, because 
of the increase of the extra delay AT*. 

Due to a non-uniform velocity that even exceeds usat, 
the well known expression: 

is not applicable. Thus, we compared our method with the 
TC formula of [2]: 

that generalizes the simple expression above to a space- 
dependent carrier velocity, U ( % ) .  Clearly, Eq.10 exhibits a 
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Fig. 9. Solid line: signal delay in the BJT structure of Fig. 5 
computed with the self-consistent procedure. Dashed line: 
transit time of the same structure computed from the veloc- 
ity profile of Fig. 7. Bias current J,,o = 4 .  lo5 A/cm2. 

much weaker current dependence (A in Fig. 10). This is 
because Eq. 10 assumes a stationary velocity profile (i.e. 
G(z) = 0). Due to high injection conditions, this assump- 
tion is verified only within the narrow high field region. 
Indeed, if TC is computed limiting the integration of Eq. 10 
only to the high field region good agreement with the cor- 
responding Monte Carlo result is obtained (compare o with 
0 in Fig. IO). This makes it clear that at high current the 
validity of Eq. 10 is limited to the high field portion of the 
epi collector. 
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Fig. 10. Collector signal delay computed according to Eq. 10 
and with the method of this work between Xg and XC 
(dashed lines) and through the high field region (solid line). 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In summary, a new Monte Carlo procedure has been de- 

veloped to study BJT signal delays in presence of strong 
non-equilibrium transport effects and up to high currents. 
The method was tested on advanced BJT designs, and al- 
lows users to clarify the physical meaning and the limita- 
tions of simplified delay expressions as, e.g., that of [Z]. 
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